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Final farewell to 
UN’s Kofi Annan 
at state funeral
ACCRA: World dignitaries laid to rest former UN secretary gen-
eral Kofi Annan in his native Ghana yesterday, with calls to keep
alive the legacy of a “stubborn optimist” to create a better, more
peaceful world. His widow Nane Maria led hundreds of mourn-
ers, including world leaders past and present, traditional rulers
and global royalty, and called her husband an “extraordinary”
person who had a “joy of life”. “My love, you are now back home
where you started your long journey. But may your wisdom and
compassion continue to guide us, wherever we are,” she told his
funeral in the capital, Accra.

His son, Kojo, said his father had dedicated his life to the
ideals of unity, equality, love, peace and respect. “The greatest
tribute we could ever pay is to follow his example,” he added to
conclude a three-hour ceremony of tributes, prayer and song.
Annan led the UN from 1997 to 2006 and was the first from sub-
Saharan Africa to do so. He died on August 18 aged 80 at his
home in Switzerland after a short illness. Thousands of ordinary
Ghanaians this week paid their final respects as his coffin lay in
state during three days of national mourning. Ghana’s President
Nana Akufo-Addo called him “one of the truly iconic figures of
modern times”.

‘Stubborn optimist’ 
Many ordinary Ghanaians described him as a father-figure

and a source of national pride, while his brother, Kobina, told the
congregation that he was not just a leader and statesman. “We
lost a brother, a husband, a father, a grandfather and an uncle, a
man of deep conviction who was as committed to instilling the

values of fairness, integrity, kindness and service in each of us
as he was to advocating for peace and human rights around the
world,” he said. “Stubborn optimist that he was, he would want
us all to look forward with hope and keep striving to create a
freer, fairer and more peaceful world.” Current UN Secretary
General Antonio Guterres praised his close friend as an “excep-
tional global leader” who was dignified, courageous and a man
of “integrity, dynamism and dedication”. “Kofi Annan was the
United Nations and the United Nations was him,” he added. “As
we face the headwinds of our troubled and turbulent times, let
us always be inspired by the legacy of Kofi Annan,” he said,
adding: “Our world needs it more than ever.”

‘Diplomatic rock star’
Annan, who was originally from Kumasi, the capital of the

Ashanti region in southern Ghana, devoted four decades of his
working life to the UN, and was known for bringing quiet
charisma to the role. He was widely credited for raising the world
body’s profile in global politics during his two terms in office,
facing challenges including wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Annan was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2001, as the
world was reeling from the September 11 terror attacks in the
United States, jointly with the UN “for their work for a better
organized and more peaceful world”. Opera singer and UN
goodwill ambassador Barbara Hendricks, who performed at his
Nobel ceremony, yesterday sang the civil rights anthem “Oh,
Freedom”. Annan, a proud African, whom Nelson Mandela called
“my leader”, left the post as one of the most popular-and rec-
ognizable-UN chiefs in history, and was considered a “diplo-
matic rock star” in international circles.

President Akufo-Addo said Annan “brought considerable
renown to our country by this position and by his conduct and
comportment in the global arena”. “The outpouring of tributes
from the world over is an accurate measure of the man, a man
who gave his life to making peace where there was conflict, to
defending the voiceless who were powerless, to promoting
virtue where there was evil,” he added. — AFP

STRASBOURG: Europe’s top rights court ruled
yesterday that Britain’s program of mass surveil-
lance, revealed by whistleblower Edward Snowden
as part of his sensational leaks on US spying, vio-
lated people’s right to privacy. Ruling in the case
of Big Brother Watch and Others versus the United
Kingdom, the European Court of Human Rights in
Strasbourg, France, said the interception of jour-
nalistic material also violated the right to freedom
of information. 

The case was brought by a group of journal-
ists and rights activists who believe that their
data may have been targeted. The court ruled
that the existence of the surveillance program
“did not in and of itself violate the convention”
but noted “that such a regime had to respect cri-
teria set down in its case-law”. They concluded
that the mass trawling for information by Britain’s
GCHQ spy agency violated Article 8 of the Eu-
ropean Convention on Human Rights regarding
the right to privacy because there was “insuffi-
cient oversight” of the program. 

The court found the oversight to be doubly de-
ficient, in the way in which the GCHQ selected in-
ternet providers for intercepting data and then
filtered the messages, and the way in which intel-
ligence agents selected which data to examine. It
determined that the regime covering how the spy
agency obtained data from internet and phone

companies was “not in accordance with the law”.
In a further victory for the 16 complainants the

court ruled that the program also provided “insuf-
ficient safeguards in respect of confidential jour-
nalistic material”, violating Article 10 of the
European convention, which protects freedom of
expression and information. But it dismissed claims
that Britain further violated the privacy of those
on whom it snooped by sharing intelligence with
foreign governments. “The regime for sharing in-
telligence with foreign governments did not violate
either Article 8 or Article 10,” it said.

Necessary oversight
Snowden, a former contractor with the Na-

tional Security Agency of the United States, leaked
thousands of classified documents to the press in
2013 which revealed the vast scope of surveillance
of private data that was put in place after the 9/11
attacks. The documents showed, among other
things, that Britain spied on foreign politicians at
G20 summit meetings in London in 2009 and that
its spy agency collected huge quantities of global
email messages, Facebook posts, internet histories
and calls, and shared them with the NSA.

Snowden, who fled to Russia, is wanted in the
US for espionage. The ECHR noted that national
governments enjoy “wide discretion” in deciding
what type of surveillance is necessary to protect

national security. But it said such programs require
sufficient oversight to keep the surveillance to
what is “necessary in a democratic society”. It
noted that some of the data scooped up by the

GCHQ “could reveal a great deal about a person’s
habits and contacts”. The judgment is not final, as
it can be appealed to the grand chamber of the
Strasbourg court. — AFP 

Europe court rules against 
UK over mass surveillance

Britain’s mass web-spying faulted by rights court

French ‘Spiderman’ 
becomes a citizen
PARIS: The migrant hero nicknamed “Spiderman” for saving a
child hanging off a balcony by scaling a Paris apartment block
with his bare hands has become a French citizen, according to
a government decree. Nimble 22-year-old Mamoudou Gassama
from Mali was granted a fast-track to French nationality and a
job in the fire service after the daring rescue in May. “This act
of great bravery exemplifies the values which help unite our na-
tional community, such as courage, selflessness, altruism and
taking care of the most vulnerable,” said the official document
published Wednesday.

Gassama, who had been in France illegally, was catapulted
to global fame by the extraordinary feat captured in footage
seen by millions on social media. The video showed the former
construction worker jumping from one floor to the next, hauling
himself up with impressive athleticism towards the four-year-
old boy dangling above. He was congratulated in person by
President Emmanuel Macron two days later and also met Mali’s
President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita in the capital of the West
African country.

Gassama arrived in France in September 2017 after travelling
the perilous Mediterranean migrant route and found a job in the
construction industry despite not having the right to work. He
has received international acclaim for his bravery but activists
have accused the French government of “hypocrisy”, pointing
to its treatment of other migrants. In August a controversial asy-
lum and immigration bill was signed into French law, designed
to accelerate asylum procedures by cutting the maximum pro-
cessing time.  — AFP

STRASBOURG: Macedonian Prime Minister Zoran Zaev (center), flanked by European Par-
liament President Antonio Tajani (left), arrives prior to deliver a speech during a plenary
session at the European Parliament yesterday in Strasbourg. — AFP 


